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and 

AiJstnl.ct Comparatively studied was the m日chanism of high power 

electromagn巴ticwav色 radiationin various resonating structur邑S. The typical百Torking

paramet邑rsof the beam a了ethe peak cun巴n.tsuf 4 kA and th日 particl巴 ene:rgiesof 

200keV， and it I1as an annular d巴nsitydistribution of 1.9cm radills and .-2mm width in 

3kG lin弓arguide field. 1'h巴 lin日artheories of the electron beam instabilitie弓 inthe 

surrounding pl1mping fields ar百 developεdand compared with the freqllency spectra of 

the result巴dradiation， which was analysed mainly in X -band up to 20 GHz usiロge:t 

long dispersiv日 waveguideline technique. At the observεd power level (O.lMW 

l11aximum power)， th日 theoryseems to be consistent with i:he experimental results 

Cjualitativ巴ly

L INTIWDUCTION 

Intense relativistic electron beam 

applications to power pulse studies; 

accelerators have rnany 

microwave radiations⑨ collective 

ion acceleration， etc. 111 recent years， generation of microwaves is taken much interesL 

Bec.ause of high power and fast of REB‘high-powεr bursts of l11icrov王rave

radiations REB can be expected. arrangements of micro'Nelv吃 generationby 

REB Vler号 i) slow wave str位加"口'UCは:允tr陀命守eslike a d出iぬis1叫，1王ζしト一一一一如a仁dむedι w悶7刀川a小i肋γegu刀1口id一eザ1ト一寸C) 0印l咽 an 

cylitldrical waveguide3)， ii) beam cyc1otron structures like a、 fi.eid

waら.The radiatioll occurs at a such that the velocities of the 

cydotron and/or the space-charge wavεon the beam plasrna and a low~-order TE or 

T1¥1[ mode in the waγeguide are 

In this paper， microwave radiation in the X. -band is studied. vvhere a 

pulsed relativistic electron beam through four types of 

syn-:llnetric waveguides: a simple sl11oot11 mεtallic (dr江t

ma~三;netic field waveguideヲ adielectric loaded and a disk-~loaded\"，aveguide_ 

The experimental apparatus is described in Sec. n. The mechanism of micrc巾f即応

* Pneni: addrと83・TigoldCorporation， Sanbu-Machi， i.:::hiba， 289-12 
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r日ldiationis considered in Sec. IH and experimental rε3ults are in Sec. IV. 

Section V is dεvoted to discussion of the re3ults. The present事vorki3 summarized in 

Sec. VL 

IL lEXPEl'iUMENTAL APPARATUS 

vvhole is shown in 1. 2 shows in the 

of the diode and the drifttube. 

100m .-RUN -vVAVEGUIDE 

ト~ lMETER-1 

Fig. 1 Experimental configuration of microwave g巴neration.The 
disp氾rsiveline is a lO:Q-m length of X-band waveguide. 

Microwove Production in Q Rippleo Magtηetic Field 

日，'¥LUMIf¥JUMRING 

同 一一一一-86cm 

Fig. 2 Experimental apparatus: diode， magnetic field coils， and rippled 
magnetic fieid structure ins邑rtedin the drift tu b邑 1and 2 
rεpresent th日positionsof magnetic pick-up loops. . 

11 -i) BEAM SOURCE 

REB is generated by an electron-accelerator system called the 恥10del 105 A 

Pulserad produced the International The 105 A Pulserad consists 

of three main parts; 1) the energy source， a Marx genεrator 2) the 

a coaxial B1umlein iine (LWohms)， 3) the field emission diode. The structvre 
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and opεration of the Model 105 A Pulserad are discussed in 

detail in Reference 羽田 The diode used in the experimεnt 

is made of stainiess-steel and is a foilles:ョtypewith a 

circular knife-吃dgecathode (see Fig. 2). The radius of the 

cathode is 1.9cm. This REB has the 

followi昭 character附 ics;the current らistypically 10 

the peak voltage VD is typically O.7MV， the pulse-

width is 10 nsec for approximately 25 nsec total 

duration" wave form is shown in Fig. 3. 

II-ii) PROPAGATING B1ヰ4M

The annular electron bεam propagates through the 

drift tube with an external field up 

to 3 kG. Without ti1e m服 neticfield， small 

currentwas detected 

the end of the tube 

the magn凶:IC

The beam 

confinned in measurements with both 

installed near 

仇T8S

a plaほ of2mm thickne問 .The

Fig.3 Current and voltage traces 
of the 巴leιtron beam 
accelerator. 

Fig， 1( Current trace when the 
guide fi色Id ¥lilaS not 
applied 

up ruade of microcoaxial心able(UT -85C). The beam 

current into the drift tube was ~4kAヲ and the damage pattems shown in Fig. 5 

indicate t11e diameter of-~3.7cm and the beam thickness of ~2mll1. The field 

i日目hownin ，FUL 6 as a function ofaxial distance. 明re treaded this magnetic field 

as a linear n:uide field. 

Fig. 5 [)an1，age '~Jat~，ern .:)11.は acrylu-::platc caused 
by th告はnrallar 河抗i1l. Each' p1ate was 

!ocatヒd3-，~.ë(j dヮV.，;llstreHffi 

.~o 70 :.0ω  

区 c s . ヨ 国 区 z.." 

l~'i go ムPl)!'üxin'-tat巴 dc rnagnetic fi邑ldstr日ngth
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II -iii) BEAM VELOC1TY 

The beam velocity was determined by the time-of-flight method. Two magnetic 

probes were mounted at the positions 1 and 2 (41.5-cm apart from each other) in Fig. 2. 

The signals from the probes were observed by the Tektronix 7844 Dual-Beam 

Oscilloscopes. Careful cable setting was done to measure the time difference of very 

short pulses. 

11 -iv) BEAM DENS1TY 

The value of the beam density n e are derived from 

R̂ n 
1b=2πe '/ r dr ne (r) v (r) (1) 

VR。

where e is the charge of an electron， r is the radial distance from the cylindrical axis， 

ne(r) is the beam density， v(r) is the beam velocity， Rρis the outer radius and R 0 is the 

inner radius of the annular beam. The radii R p and R 0 were determined by the damage 

pattem size (see Fig. 5) It is assumed that the axial velocity and density profiles are 

independent of distance r from the axis of symmetry of the electron column， that is， 

v(r) v =const. ，ne(r) ne=const.. 

From this assumption the beam density ne (and the electron plasma frequency ωpe) is 

calculated from the measurement values 1 b and v. 

II-v) REヌJNATORSFひIRrf-WA VE RAD1ATION 

The beam was injected into evacuated cylindrical metallic chamber with 10.8cm 

diameter. The base pressure in the chamber was below 1.0 x 10-4 Torr. This is 

sufficiently low vacuum that space-charge neutralization of the electron beam is 

negligible in the chamber11l • Three types of waveguide to interact with a relativistic 

annular electron layer were inserted into this smooth metallic tube (Fig. 2); 1) 

cylindrical waveguide which has a structure of rippled λEPlv.tv.lH……………---… 
magentic field (Fig. 7-1)， 2) cylindrical dielectric loaded -{勺一ーー 一一

waveguide (Fig. 7-2)，3) apertured disk-loaded waveguide 

(Fig. 7-3). Each waveguide had the length of 40cm and ~ 

the outer diameter of 8cm (the inner diameter is 5cm) -({-i 

and was inserted to be immersed in the extemal 寸

magnetic field. The periodic structures of waveguides 

1) and 3) were repeated twenty and forty times 

re叩 ectively.Without these resonators， the drift tube 

acted as. a simple cylindrical waveguide and interacted 

with a beam layer. Thus four types of waveguide 

were utilized. 

一ι4ート 一一一一一一一 一一
¥:1 IIIIIIIOIIIOIIRIIIII岨且H且阿 IIIsUII・l

Fig. 7Waveguides as r巴sonators.1) 

rippled magnetic field wave-
guide， 2) dielectric loaded 
waveguide， 3) diskloaded 
waveguide 
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RF -¥;11 A VE MEASUREiV1El>lT 

To measure the distribution of the emitted 

rf wé~ves， the apparatus dεscribed beiow v¥氾 sutiiized. A 

antenna ><14.3cm2) which vvas 15cm 

apar1: from the vacunrn window (5111111 thick司 the

of rf wave the windcw is 

Beca1J.se of intense and short 

a was used to and 

attenuat日 therf 'wave'つ) 8 shovvs the 

and ，)¥fithout 

fhe microvvave signaIs werδmonitored a X -band 

crystal detector after in the 

waveguide. And the vv-ere observed 

Each fn:、au色ncvhas a different 

distribution is transformed 

time.]守ll1Sinto a distribution in 

can determine 

j ニゾτ

Fig，8 Compal'ison betw即日na dispersed 
rnlcrov;.TaVe signal and呂nondi弓TJer
S杷ctO¥1e， The effect ()f the disp町一

sive 11n日 app日arsin the lower 
plcture. 

where fと isthe cut-off of the 1 is the of the and c is 

the Iight 

To deterrnine the emitted microwave (TJ:;;o 1 

modes] is the most in our 

guide was mounted betwと色nthe r尽 110mand the 

the enljtt(~d rniCTO"Arave had an nl.ode 弔

V'Iould be ob雪印ー可ed use this twisteclι Til伝 ObSer¥Ir，'，d transit 

howev吃rフ didnot whether 01' 110t the twis，ted guide was u3ed in the whole 

These 0 bser<円作吋γ一吋司

one. 

Total X-band pO，Ner P obtainecl from suu1 of th色 pOT，.~~I記r the individu，al 戸

attenuation factors of for each vvere tak巴 1nto

Pニ三:ρz (3) 

HL l'd.ECNAIlTlSJ¥市心FR.F-~;VAV lE RADIATION 

rηa守~Eと一J止~l::日:rtìvistiユ1C 巴l己ct七r局onbeo.今i江Tlpropagat巴3

axial fü~ldβ j\:'3 the 

t\.;ryo~str吃品目 instclbi!ities are not pre:x:nL ']'11e rnod日sinter;jc!: ミヤith

be，斗t.rn"¥:1;/a."vεS on t.he nonneu位、alreIat:ivisticεlectron bεarn. 'T'¥iifO types e，f interaction are 
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possible in the cylindrical waveguide. These are the interactions between the 

cyc1otron13) or space---charge14) wave and the waveguide modes. The cyc1otron and 

space---charge waves for sufficiently small density have following dispersion relations， 

respectively ; 

ω = kvb+ Q， 

ω= kvb+ωL， 

(4) 

(5) 

where ωis the angular freguency， k is the wave number， V b is the beam velocity， Q is 

the re1ativistic cyc1otron frequency andω九eis the reduced plasma frequency. In this 

notation Q and ω*向 representusing the re1ativistic factor y (y = 11一(Vb/ C)2 f -112)， 

Q=ωce/ y 

ωL=ωρe/112 

where ωce is the beam cyc1otron frequency and ωρe the beam plasma frequency. On the 

other hand the cylindrical waveguide modes are expressed as 

ω，2 =k2c2 +ω色。 (6)

where ωco is the cut-off frequency of the waveguide. 

The instability owing to cyc1otron wave was investigated theoretically by Ott and 

Manheimer13). They assumed that the instabilities that the waveguide mode could 

interact unstabaly with the beam by resonating with the cyc1otron wave were driven by 

sources of free energy inherent in the electron beam distribution function. Such a 

source has the anisotropy of the partic1e distribution arising from the exceeding energy 

spread. They calculated the dispersion relation for a planar sheet beam in a parallel 

plate waveguide because of analytical tractabi1ity. Hence their results are not 

immediately applicable to our cylindrical geometry. 

From the conventional analysis14) of the coupling of an electron beam to a slow 

wave structure， cumulative interaction between the two waves occurs when the phase 

velocity of the space---charge wave' is nearly equal to the phase velocity of a slow-wave 

structure mode. As electromagnetic waves with TM modes propagate in the. slow wave 

structure (a disk-loaded waveguide， a dielectric loaded waveguide)， rf-waves with TM 

modes would be emitted. 

For the interaction between the cyc1otron waves and the waveguide modes， the 

expected frequency would be found from the simultaneous solutions of Eqs. 4 and 6 ; 

ω=Jz[l土β11一(1-s2) u:，守_1112 J ， 
2 

1-β 

and for the space-charge wave interaction， from Eqs. 5 and 6 ; 

=12Eτ[1 :tβ11一(1-f)4与-1山J，l-s 

(7) 

(8) 
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whereβ エ vo/ c. 1n these expression the minus and plus signs 

corrpespond to backward and forward waves， repectively. It is 

possible to couple to either wave. The possible resonance points 

between the beam waves and the waveguide dispersion curve 

are shown schematically in Fig. 9. Dispersion curves for various 

cylindrical waveguides are given modifying Eq. 6. 

7 

Fig. 9 Inters邑ctionof the waveguidε 
mode with the cyclotron or 
the space-charge wave 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL l~ESULTS 

As described in Sec. n， we carried out an experiment by ¥ユ田 of four types of 

waveguide resonators to interact with a relativistic annular electron beam. The 

experirnental work was carried out at a gas pressurεof < 10-4 Torr園

50-cm long smooth metallic waveguide (drift tube) was immersed in an approxima句

dc magnetic field (see Figo 6). The whole drift tube i8 86cm long. Figure 10 shows the 
100.7.5 

10 :日 7.2 GHz 師、、，-( ，- I 

~山):;:
トー-~ 

---)~}し! 20m 

レ ーー← 1.0kG

_ju~~"~_t 
1.3kG 

一人
1.5kG 

一一一一-}、司一_}l札~弘k札k人j札九~~Lι~~L-札l~L-ιんんし^--揮-一一一一一-一一一一-一一一-、一-一A

j人弘kれ一一一一一J一一J¥iJJ;;: 
←一。 200 nse<.:: 

10.7.5 ∞20--8"- 7.2 GHz 
、" ( I 

J 

~札一-t::::
-~ 

+ 

州\，.~---_.1 

'* トー一一 ↓ 

'" 
2.7kG 

一九一一
トー 斗

む .9kG 

_J九一一一一I
e…秒 200 nsec 

Fig.10 l¥;Iicrowave signals from the 811100th metallic waveguid日 asa 
paramet色rof th吃 guidefield. 
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typical traces oi rf signal where the B strength is the 

parameter. It is apparently shown that the amplitudes and 

frequencies increase gradually as the guide field increases. 

By use of Eq. 2 the horizontal axis interprets to the 

frequencies. The frequency scale is shown at the upper 

end of the figure. As frequency go up， however， plotting 

error becomes greater as shown in Fig. 11. 

a 

Gトセ

20 

10 

500 1∞0 暗記

Other waveguides as resonators were inserted in the drift 
Fig.ll Frequency of rf-wave vs. 

tube at a distance of 2cm away from the anode. (dielectric propagation time after runn-

loaded waveguide is 1一cmaway) Figure 2 shows the ing 100-m-long waveguide. 

schematic configuration of the rippled field waveguide. The electron beam passed 

through a resonator was monitored by the magnetic probe at the position 2 in Fig. 2. 

The traced signal from the rippled magnetic field waveguide is shown in Fig. 12. At the 

guide field range of 0→~2.1 kG the signals were small. In the case of the dielectric 

loaded waveguide， the frequencies are nearly constant in spite of increasing the strength 

of B as shown in Fig. 13. Figure 14 shows the microwave signals from the disk-loaded 

waveguide. In this case the frequency dependency of the magnetic field is 

10 20--8 7.5 7.2 GHz 
∞唱 rI 

o kG 

t 5mV 

0.4kG 

---1川」ーt5mV 

。.8kG 

15mv 

1.2kG 

一一一一J叫に一一_XSmv

1.5kG 

200 nsec 

10 20--8 7. 5 7. 2 也、II 1 GHz 

ウ

トーー・ 4

+ 

1. 8kG 

bO叩

2.1kG 

一ーム__  ....... __pomv 

+トーーー一 -4

J九一homv 

トー一-----i 

+ 2.7kG 

J州~. I50mv 

メ叫"---11OOmV 
日 200 nsec 

Fig.12 Microwave signals from the rippled field waveguide as a 
parameter of the guide field. 
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、E市11r110 87.57.2 GHz ∞~i\O 耳t7l.う?'.2 GHz α~ '1l i u ， 1 

トーーー骨骨l
o kG 1.9回

tlOmV ~homv 

←ーーーーー1 O.5kG ドーーー-< 2.2kG 

~九一一t 10mV J 雌L一一120mV

1-_ . --~ 

J L - 0 7 K P  

トー帽..， 
2.5kG 

120mv J似しー150mv

ト"ーーー-，

1.0kG 

JiiLM ~fomv 1200mV 

『 明 『 剛 幽 .~ 

1.3kG A一如~t5omv 1500mv 

←.... 200 nsec 

1.6k口

~12州
+→ 200 n田町

Fig.13 Microwave signals from the dielectric loaded waveguide as a 

parameter of the guide field. 

kW 

15 1001 

8副

10 
60 

40 

201 
x x 

3kG 
B 

Fig.15 Microwave power as a function of the guide 

field. Microwave radiation x: from the 

smooth metallic waveguide， 0: from the 

rippled magnetic field waveguide. 

o 
o 2

 

X

@

 3同
B 

o 
o 

Ox 

Fig.16 Microwave power as a function of 

the guide field. Microwave radiation 

x: from th巴 disk-loaded waveguide， 

0: from the dielectric loaded waveguide 
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吋20110 87.57.2GEIZ 曲長'1087.5 7・2 GHz 

I I 

ト4

o kG 九州 J 一)併し__tlOmV F∞m1l 

JLU 
十φ10mV 

jし;協
500mV 

0.9kG 

一__ M.九一一一110mV !5∞mV 

i..-I 

H 

一人丸一ー JK一四
15mv t 5∞mV 

ん~-J5凶 八一£刑
-↓ ~500m\J 

(-.. 2口口 nsec 1-4' 20口 nsec

FigJ4 j¥!!icrOW2ve signa.ls from the disk-Ioaded waveguide as a p:o:rameter 
of the guide field 

approximately constant. The high signals were observed at the higher 

field 1.8 kG). 

Figures 15 and 16 the radiated power as a function of B for each ease. 

microwave generation with the disk -loaded wavegiユide was 0 btained 

m.aximum and this is shown in Fig. 16. .As shown there the power 

increases as the of B increases. 

V. mSCUSSWN 

羽Te now discuss the results of our experiment and compare them with the simple 

models for each resonating structure. 

V-i) SlVIOOTH METALLIC WAVEGUlDE (DRIFT TUBE) 

Two type of frequency mode app叩 rin the experimental result (Figo One is the 

mode which scarcely depends upon the guided magnetic field. The frequencies of this 

mode are near 7.5 GHz in the figure. Another 色ndsupon the strength of magnetic 
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field， i.e.， higher frequencies appear as the strength of magnetic field increases. 

To investigate these frequency modes， let us consider the interaction between 

cylindrical waveguide modes and beam waves as described in Sec. III. Dispersion curves 

of this system are shown in Fig. 17. The cut-off frequency of the waveguide mode is 

ω>co!2π=3.39 GHz for TEo1 mode (: the bottom point of the hyperbola curve in Fig. 17). 

Straight solid lines and dashed line imply cyclotron and space-charge wave， respectively. 

Intersections of the straight lines with the curved line indicate the resonance points. 

At first， we treat the space-charge wave interaction. In Fig. 17 we treated as the 

beam is monoenergetic and has constant density distribution. As a space-charge wave 

in Eq. 5 does not "directly" connect with the applied magnetic field， the intersection 

between Eqs. 5 and 6 remains constant， which comes out at~7.5 GHz in Fig. 17. In our 

experiment， since the beam density depends upon the strength of lower guide field as 

shown in Fig. 18， so the frequency owing to space-charge wave is not constant. From 

GHz 

15 

日 2 -1 

w 
2. 

。

一一一 cyclotronwαve 
一--space-charge wa四

cmw1 
k 

Fig.17 Intersections between beam waves and 
TEo1 waveguide mode. Curved line: 
waveguide mode， straight solid lines: 
cyc1otron waves， straight dashed line: 
space--charge wave. 

。
。
。

e 。 B 。。 。。

'‘'‘ x < x 

B 

OL手。 同 3

Fig.18 
目一一→

Propating beam currents monitored by the 
magnetic probes in the drift tube. These 
currents were picked up at the position 1 
(0 marked) and 2 (x marked) in Fig. 2. 

the value of the beam plasma frequency calculated by Eq. 1 the points of interacton 

between space-charge wave and waveguide mode were roughly estimated in Fig. 10 

(Dashed line region). The cut-off frequency of the dispersive line is 7.0 GHz， so that 

frequencies below this value do not observed. 

Second， cyclotron wave interactions are treated. Strong dependency for the guide 

field comes out above 1 kG in Fig. 10. As the intersection will exist if the guide field is 

beyond 1 kG in Fig. 17， cyclotron wave resonances would be expected for this system. 

Arrows in Fig. 10 show the calculated cyclotron resonace points for the each guide field 

strength. These points show fairly agreement with the experimental data. 
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RIPPLED MAGNETIC FIELD WA t但 G70立DE

Wavεs a 

7 -1). waves a叩 modified the presence of the 

ω = Ve十kr}Vb+.Q 

"where /;; γis the wave number of the 

IS kァニ3.14cm.

The eff日 oIthe field 

section. The wave m日mberfor our 

in the field (> 1.8 in our 

as shown in 12. Tb¥e intersections of beam waves with 

modes in 19 are belo'vv. 

becomesωπ=7.32 GHz for mode. The possible interaction 

the waves 9， with so1id lines in Fig. are depicted 1n Fig. 12 

as a function of t11e field固 Theeffect of the ripple， should not 

appear if the field is because t11日 nppJεdfield stangthムBis very small in 

with the of the applied fieid B ムB くく B). The 

ムB/Bvvas m行asuredabout 1% at the field B=L5 kG. 

effect was detected in thεfield (> 1.8 

resonance can expect as the guide field increases increase of 

beam density) as describεd in Sεc. V-L The relation between the guide field and the 

beam Clリrrentis shown in 

2 :n 
20， These currents were 

in Fig. 20， Frorn this estimated 

resonant 

mteractlOn 

waves were shown i.n Fig. 19 The 

for fiεld should appear， whose is drawn in }:<'jg， 12 
.uL 
21[ 

いへ 0
0
 

0
0
0
 。@。

ムーιJ
-3 -2 -1 0 3 c而1

i
i
L
O
 

O 

A
E
 

。o
oA

 

6 

kG 
B 骨

k一一一

Fotg.20 Beam currents monit引でdby the magnetic 
probes after passing through邑ach日sonator.
Currents passed through th日 Iipplξd
magnetic fieid waveguidε(ムluarked)，the 
diel巴ctri.c load巴dwaveguide (0 mark官d)or 
the disk =ioaded waveguid思(ゆ mark告の

Fig.19 Intersections between beam wav色sand TEo1 

waveguide mode. Curvεdli抗告:v'Javeguide rn，ode) 
straigight solid lines : cyclotron waves， 

straight dashed 1.ines: space-charge waves. 
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(Dashed line The frequency mode which appears independently of the 

field near 7.5 GHz must be the microwave radiation from the background driIt tube 

DIELECTRIC LOADJ;d) WA VEGUIDE 

A 110110VI dielectric plugged up a stainless tube was used (Fig. 7一2幻). The inner and 

Oωu沈te町rradi必1口10吋ft出hiぬsd必i民凶ele配二t白t民ほ比1工r凶'ic

Cωl辺lrれ門veEq. 6 of a is modified the presence of a dielectric ioad ; 

，2 _L 、2ι2 r'ワ
w-'ー ζリ ~;O -1ηι  

where ωcoand ηare the.effective cut-off frequency 

and the Qw'.unnu' 四 Theeffect

of a dielectric load is contained in the factor Tj. 

'l'he valu日ofthese areω 庁 =3，3GHz andη ニ

0.87 for the l1sed die!ectric loaded 

1n the cause of the factor the 

of e!ectromagnetic ¥N3.VeS in the 

smaHer than the of (a slow Vi'ave 

The resonance points fOT 

this systeul (the intersection of the 

wave vvith this mode) indicated in 

byi:he beam cu:rrent circles 

in Fig. 20] and the 日 The

effect of the increase comes out a little 

in the 

the 

field. AlI data were 

WR've n枇1北te引r羽ごt;ぬon. . 

l)[~l吃-L04DED T予~4 Vi!;CU1Lぽ

ω 

bt .， 

同 -2 -1 0 2 cni1 

Fig.211ntersection between space-charge 
wave (dashed lin在 andthe dielctric 
loadば1waveguid日 Isolidcurve)町

The same tr台o.rmentwas仁arriedout for thi8 systern守 that

bσ 色enbeam waves日mdth色 disI，，-loaded mode was 

aid of th巴 pHrametersindicated in Fi仏 23，the 
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Fig.22 Intersection between space-charge wave 
(dashed line) and the disk-loaded waveguide 
(solid curves). 
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Fig.23 Apertured-disk structure with parameters 
a = 2.5cm， b =3.8cm， d =O.2cm and l =M. 
Ocm. 

appears near 14 GHz and experimentally the peaks appear around these frequencies 

(Fig. 14). In Fig. 14 dashed line region means calculated space charge wave resonance 

points. High-power radiation was obtained from this system. The power was the 

strongest in the four resonators. We can expect the further strong power radiation by 

increasing the guide field as shown in Fig. 16. 

VI. SUMMARY 

It was qualitatively found that microwave generation by REB was the result of 

interaction between cyc1otron or space charge waves and cylindrical waveguide modes. 

The experimental data showed fair agreement with the calculated values with simple 

beam models. It was not solved that generated microwaves have a wide spectrum. The 

necessity of more exact understanding of the nonlinear effects by numerical methods is 

strongly suggested. This wi11 be our future problem. We showed the possibility of 

efficient microwave generation by REB with stronger magneric field. The most 

efficient genertion of microwave radiation was obtained from the disk-loaded 

waveguide (~O.l M W  maximum power). Better efficiency would be expected by 

stronger magnetic field. 
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